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Motivation for this studyMotivation for this study
The knowledge of semiconductor transport properties is a
fundamental instrument for any physicist or engineer involved in
semiconductorsemiconductor technologytechnology.
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Actual state of art in Semiconductor Instruction:Actual state of art in Semiconductor Instruction:

What we need:What we need:

A traditional lecture-based instruction of solid state physics
provides the students with a theoretical background
regarding the band structure, the concept of effective mass
and the basic phonon-induced scattering mechanisms.

An effectiveeffective and efficientefficient engineering instruction, should be able
to train the students towards a full comprehension of the
fundamental concepts of semiconductor science and, at the same
time, develope and strengthen reasoning skills and transversal
abilities, enable graduates to immediately engage in engineering
practice and related technologies.
Graduate engineers should be able to demonstrate both specialist-

discipline knowledge, ability to solve practical engineering
problems, and design skills based on innovative thinking.

An effectiveeffective and efficientefficient engineering instruction, should be able
to train the students towards a full comprehension of the
fundamental concepts of semiconductor science and, at the same
time, develope and strengthen reasoning skills and transversal
abilities, enable graduates to immediately engage in engineering
practice and related technologies.
Graduate engineers should be able to demonstrate both specialist-

discipline knowledge, ability to solve practical engineering
problems, and design skills based on innovative thinking.
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This approach cannot beThis approach cannot be successfulsuccessful::
1. People experience the world around them everyday; mental

constructions cannot exist without experience; scientists develop
physics theories to cope their need of explaining the observed
phenomena;

2. Students seldom fully understand a theory, even if currently
accepted, if it is left far from a direct experimentation.

At university level, Solid State Physics education is mostly based
on courses which are aimed to introduce theoretical concepts.
This approach cannot beThis approach cannot be successfulsuccessful::
1. People experience the world around them everyday; mental

constructions cannot exist without experience; scientists develop
physics theories to cope their need of explaining the observed
phenomena;

2. Students seldom fully understand a theory, even if currently
accepted, if it is left far from a direct experimentation.

Many reports propose a new vision of active construction of meaningful
knowledge, suggesting to switchswitch fromfrom aa passivepassive lecturelecture--stylestyle teachingteaching
toto aa moremore activeactive andand studentstudent--centredcentred teachingteaching strategystrategy.

In this context, inquiryinquiry--basedbased educationeducation represents the natural
framework to developdevelop opportunitiesopportunities ofof learninglearning sciencescience conceptsconcepts inin
termsterms ofof anan activeactive constructionconstruction ofof meaningfulmeaningful knowledgeknowledge andand stimulatestimulate
highhigh levelslevels ofof criticalcritical thinkingthinking skillsskills.
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INQUIRY BASED SCIENCE EDUCATIONINQUIRY BASED SCIENCE EDUCATION

Dictionary meaning of Inquiry: seeking knowledge, information, or
truth through a questioning activity.

InquiryInquiry basedbased learninglearning isis aa wayway ofof convertingconverting
informationinformation intointo usefuluseful knowledgeknowledge..

“S“Science learning is ancience learning is an activeactive processprocess"" in which studentsin which students gaingain
skillsskills asas critical observingcritical observing,, inferringinferring and experimenting.and experimenting.

Inquiry is central to science learning.

Inquiry is a form of active learning:
students are engaged in various
integrated activities of identifying
questions, collecting data and
evidences in a laboratory or real life
environment, building descriptions and
explanation models, communicating
and sharing their findings.

InquiryInquiry basedbased learninglearning isis aa wayway ofof convertingconverting
informationinformation intointo usefuluseful knowledgeknowledge..
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The methodThe method
The setup of real experiments on semiconductors is not easily

available in most university laboratory for large numbers of students:

The Monte Carlo method allows to powerfully simulate the charge
transport in semiconductors, beyond the quasi-equilibrium
approximations. This technique represents a spacespace--timetime continuouscontinuous
solutionsolution ofof thethe transporttransport equationsequations, giving a detailed description of the
particle motion in a semiconductor:

numerical simulation, being considered a practice in between
theory and experiment, could represent a valid alternativevalid alternative.

The Monte Carlo method allows to powerfully simulate the charge
transport in semiconductors, beyond the quasi-equilibrium
approximations. This technique represents a spacespace--timetime continuouscontinuous
solutionsolution ofof thethe transporttransport equationsequations, giving a detailed description of the
particle motion in a semiconductor:

It is suitable for studying both the steady state and the
dynamic characteristic of a device.
It accounts for the main details of band structure, scattering
processes and heating effects, specific device design and
material parameters.
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A sample of 10 studentsstudents inin electronicelectronic engineeringengineering at the
Laboratory of Condensed Matter Physics of the Department
of Physics and Chemistry, University of Palermo, Italy,
participated to this study (8 males and 2 females).

ParticipantsParticipants

StudentsStudents::

TheThe challengechallenge ofof anan inquiryinquiry experienceexperience elucidatingelucidating
thethe electronelectron transporttransport inin semiconductorsemiconductor crystalscrystals
ofof InPInP atat UniversityUniversity ofof PalermoPalermo

The students were selected among those who attended more than
80% of the traditional course on condensed matter physics.

Students scientist-like activities were supported by two
teachers having more than 15 years of expertise in the field
of scientific research and on teaching physics at both high-
school and University level courses.

InstructorsInstructors::
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TheThe activity descriptionactivity description
TheThe tasktask:: explore the electron dynamics in a semiconductor bulk of
InP by means of MC simulations, addressing the role of:
 effective mass,
 intervalley and intravalley scattering,
 impurities
 lattice temperature
on carrier dynamics.

The students, working in groups, had to design their own
procedure of exploration, as expected in a traditionaltraditional guidedguided
inquiryinquiry.

Although our students had first received a traditional lecture-
based instruction on semiconductor physics and attended a
seminar on the use of MC procedures, when involved in the
learning path, theythey experiencedexperienced severalseveral difficultiesdifficulties onon planningplanning
andand carryingcarrying outout aa meaningfulmeaningful sequencesequence ofof simulativesimulative
experiments,experiments, manymany timestimes comingcoming toto aa standstillstandstill..
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The need for an elicited inquiry…The need for an elicited inquiry…
At this stage, the instructors activelyactively participatedparticipated toto thethe
students’students’ debatedebate on the physics governing the charge
dynamics, nevernever providingproviding exhaustiveexhaustive explanationsexplanations to the
students, but giving comments and hints, sometimessometimes expresslyexpressly
incorrectincorrect, but effective to stimulatestimulate students’students’ reasoningreasoning andand
activatingactivating aa proficientproficient scientificscientific inquiryinquiry..

The active participation of the instructors to the discussion asas
peerspeers activated student scientific inquiry through the onsetonset ofof
anan effectiveeffective questioningquestioning:

after the initial model validation, the stimulatedstimulated
inquiry learning path was articulated in three successive
phases; eacheach oneone startedstarted fromfrom aa reasonedreasoned questionquestion andand
includedincluded aa setset ofof simulativesimulative experimentsexperiments whose results are
explicative at some level of understanding and, at the same
time, boosting the learners’ thinking with further questions to
be addressed by a deeper scientific inquiry.

The active participation of the instructors to the discussion asas
peerspeers activated student scientific inquiry through the onsetonset ofof
anan effectiveeffective questioningquestioning:

after the initial model validation, the stimulatedstimulated
inquiry learning path was articulated in three successive
phases; eacheach oneone startedstarted fromfrom aa reasonedreasoned questionquestion andand
includedincluded aa setset ofof simulativesimulative experimentsexperiments whose results are
explicative at some level of understanding and, at the same
time, boosting the learners’ thinking with further questions to
be addressed by a deeper scientific inquiry.
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ModelModel validationvalidation
Before starting to use a model developed by others, our students tested
its validity, by comparing the computational outcomes with experimental
data reported in literature.

thethe studentsstudents carefully checked the conditions under which the
experiments were carried out (lattice temperature, carrier density, etc), in
order to set the correct parameters in the code and focused their
attention on the capacity of their simulated data to closely reproduce the
corresponding experimental values, leaving the effective understanding of
the physics beyond their findings to a subsequent explanatory phase.

In this phase:In this phase:
thethe studentsstudents carefully checked the conditions under which the
experiments were carried out (lattice temperature, carrier density, etc), in
order to set the correct parameters in the code and focused their
attention on the capacity of their simulated data to closely reproduce the
corresponding experimental values, leaving the effective understanding of
the physics beyond their findings to a subsequent explanatory phase.

thethe instructorsinstructors drove students’ inquiry
towards the exploration of those model
parameters which can be opportunely
tuned to achieve their goal.
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QuestionQuestion 1:1: Which physical quantities affect the velocityWhich physical quantities affect the velocity--
field characteristic?field characteristic?

The students found the presence of a
nonlinear velocity-field characteristic, with
an initial increasing phase of the electron
drift velocity, followed by a maximum (at
~10 kV/cm) and a subsequent region,
characterized by a decreasing velocity for
higher values of the electric field.

The students found the presence of a
nonlinear velocity-field characteristic, with
an initial increasing phase of the electron
drift velocity, followed by a maximum (at
~10 kV/cm) and a subsequent region,
characterized by a decreasing velocity for
higher values of the electric field.

This result represented a surprise for studentsstudents, who probably expected to
find the well known ohmic behaviour. In effect, in the low field region the
velocity-field dependence resembles the familiar Ohm’s law, while a
significant deviation from it is clearly evident at stronger electric fields.
The instructorsinstructors stimulated the students to inquiry about this phenomenon,
in order to address the physical reason beneath the observed decrement
of the electron drift velocity.

In this phase:In this phase:
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In the range 1-8 kV/cm, the mean energy
increases slowly up to ~0.1 eV. Higher
driving fields cause a rapid enhancement
of the electron energy up to a saturation
regime at about 0.4 eV.

QuestionQuestion 1:1: Which physical quantities affect the velocityWhich physical quantities affect the velocity--
field characteristic?field characteristic?

At this stage:At this stage:

A discussion was stimulated by the instructorsinstructors on how this phenomenon
could be physically explained and, in particular, they questioned: “What
really happen to the electron ensemble at higher electric fields? ”

This result was twofold surprising for the studentsstudents who firstly expected
that the mean energy always follows the electron velocity characteristic
and consequently drop as the mean velocity does, and secondly they
did not expect a saturation of the energy levels, but eventually an
increase for higher driving fields.

At this stage:At this stage:
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The application of an electric field causes the
electrons to increase their energy until they
have the possibility to transfer from the Γ-
valley to the higher energy valleys, where
the effective mass is greater (heavy
electrons).

QuestionQuestion 1:1: Which physical quantities affect the velocityWhich physical quantities affect the velocity--
field characteristic?field characteristic?

The students noted that electrons start to
populate the higher valleys when the electric
field amplitude reaches values greater than
about 10 kV/cm, the same value characterizing
the maximum of the velocity-field characteristic.
This finding supported the importance of taking
into account the effective mass of charge
carriers and the fundamental role played by
scattering events, finally responsible for
intervalley transitions.

At this stage:At this stage:
The students noted that electrons start to
populate the higher valleys when the electric
field amplitude reaches values greater than
about 10 kV/cm, the same value characterizing
the maximum of the velocity-field characteristic.
This finding supported the importance of taking
into account the effective mass of charge
carriers and the fundamental role played by
scattering events, finally responsible for
intervalley transitions.
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QuestionQuestion 2:2: Which is the role played by the effective mass?Which is the role played by the effective mass?

The studentsstudents carried out different
simulations and compared the results
obtained by using the three-valley model
(green triangles) and those coming from the
single-valley (Γ) model (red squares, “1v”),
in which the electron transitions to higher
energy valleys are inhibited. Moreover, they
investigated the effects of considering all
electrons having the same mass, but this
time equal to the average value among the
effective masses for different valleys.

A reasoned inquiry guided the learners through a deeper
exploration of the role played by the effective mass of drifting
electrons.

In this phase:In this phase:
The studentsstudents carried out different
simulations and compared the results
obtained by using the three-valley model
(green triangles) and those coming from the
single-valley (Γ) model (red squares, “1v”),
in which the electron transitions to higher
energy valleys are inhibited. Moreover, they
investigated the effects of considering all
electrons having the same mass, but this
time equal to the average value among the
effective masses for different valleys.
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QuestionQuestion 3:3: WhatWhat are theare the effectseffects duedue toto aa changechange onon
thethe impurityimpurity densitydensity

To highlight the effect of the interactions between free electrons and
ionized impurities, randomly distributed inside the crystal, the instructorsinstructors
stimulated the students to investigate the peculiar characteristic of the
electron transport in InP at different values of the doping density.

At both the temperatures, the
effect of impurity scattering is
relevant only in the low-field
region, where a decrease of the
mean drift velocity occurs.

Since ionized impurities scattering appear to be relevant mainly at low
fields and/or at low temperatures, the studentsstudents concluded that the
impurity scattering rate decreases when the electron energy increases,
becoming negligible in the high-field region.

At both the temperatures, the
effect of impurity scattering is
relevant only in the low-field
region, where a decrease of the
mean drift velocity occurs.
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The inquiryThe inquiry--based learning cyclebased learning cycle

TheThe cyclecycle ofof inquiryinquiry--
basedbased learning,learning, causedcaused
byby unexpectedunexpected results,results,
evolvingevolving throughthrough aa
seriesseries ofof investigationsinvestigations
supportingsupporting workingworking
hypothesis,hypothesis, waswas closedclosed
backback byby anan explicatoryexplicatory
phasephase wherewhere thethe
studentsstudents werewere
stimulatedstimulated toto shareshare
theirtheir viewsviews andand discussdiscuss
amongamong eacheach otherother
aboutabout thethe convincingconvincing
evidenceevidence..

TheThe cyclecycle ofof inquiryinquiry--
basedbased learning,learning, causedcaused
byby unexpectedunexpected results,results,
evolvingevolving throughthrough aa
seriesseries ofof investigationsinvestigations
supportingsupporting workingworking
hypothesis,hypothesis, waswas closedclosed
backback byby anan explicatoryexplicatory
phasephase wherewhere thethe
studentsstudents werewere
stimulatedstimulated toto shareshare
theirtheir viewsviews andand discussdiscuss
amongamong eacheach otherother
aboutabout thethe convincingconvincing
evidenceevidence..

Students’Students’ reasonedreasoned questions,questions, effectiveeffective inin overcomingovercoming thethe standstills,standstills, togethertogether withwith thethe
plannedplanned simulationssimulations andand thethe conceptsconcepts reinforcedreinforced byby thethe analysisanalysis ofof thethe outcomesoutcomes fromfrom thethe
numericalnumerical experimentsexperiments..



DiscussionDiscussion
The relation between our teaching intervention and the student
cognitive and affective development was investigated by
methods of discourse and behavior analysis, including the study
of speech events and gestures.
IInn orderorder toto exploreexplore thethe studentstudent learninglearning processprocess fromfrom thethe widestwidest
pointpoint ofof view,view, wewe collectedcollected datadata bothboth duringduring thethe initialinitial phasephase ofof
traditionaltraditional guidedguided inquiryinquiry andand afterafter thethe succeedingsucceeding inquiryinquiry withwith
thethe interventionintervention ofof instructors’instructors’ elicitationelicitation..

Also student questionnaires,
planning files, logbooks of
experiments, final scientific
reports have been analyzed.

IInn orderorder toto exploreexplore thethe studentstudent learninglearning processprocess fromfrom thethe widestwidest
pointpoint ofof view,view, wewe collectedcollected datadata bothboth duringduring thethe initialinitial phasephase ofof
traditionaltraditional guidedguided inquiryinquiry andand afterafter thethe succeedingsucceeding inquiryinquiry withwith
thethe interventionintervention ofof instructors’instructors’ elicitationelicitation..
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DISCOURSEDISCOURSE ANALYSISANALYSIS

Speech EventsSpeech Events (SE)(SE)
((DonathDonath et al. 2005)et al. 2005)

Percentage of students showing  SEPercentage of students showing  SE
during the simulated experiments onduring the simulated experiments on

semiconductorssemiconductors
Traditional

Guided Inquiry Elicited Inquiry

VideotapedVideotaped datadata werewere analyzedanalyzed onon thethe basisbasis ofof anan inin--contextcontext searchsearch
forfor keywordskeywords oror phrasesphrases characterizingcharacterizing specificspecific aspectsaspects ofof thethe
student’sstudent’s behaviorbehavior..

DistributedDistributed cognitioncognition treatstreats thinkingthinking notnot asas anan actionaction thatthat takestakes
placeplace whollywholly insideinside anan individual’sindividual’s head,head, butbut ratherrather asas aa
distributeddistributed activityactivity amongamong otherother peoplepeople andand theirtheir languagelanguage
(Winsor,(Winsor, 20012001))..

Traditional
Guided Inquiry Elicited Inquiry

1) Diagnosing 30% 60%
2) Critique 40% 70%
3) Explanation of research 40% 80%
4) Awareness of knowledge gained 20% 60%

OnOn average,average, ourour elicitedelicited inquiryinquiry pathpath recordedrecorded aboutabout 3535%% ofof increaseincrease
inin thethe numbernumber ofof studentsstudents showingshowing speechspeech events,events, withwith respectrespect toto aa
traditionaltraditional guidedguided inquiryinquiry..
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DISCOURSEDISCOURSE ANALYSISANALYSIS
SomeSome quotesquotes fromfrom students’students’ speechspeech eventsevents::
DiagnosingDiagnosing::
“To“To addressaddress thethe rolerole ofof scatteringscattering events,events, wewe couldcould changechange thethe temperaturetemperature inin
thethe simulations”simulations”

CritiqueCritique::
“This“This findingfinding cannotcannot bebe real,real, II expectexpect toto seesee aa dropdrop inin thethe carriercarrier velocityvelocity ……””
“We“We havehave toto repeatrepeat thethe simulationsimulation:: thethe energyenergy saturatessaturates ……””

CritiqueCritique::
“This“This findingfinding cannotcannot bebe real,real, II expectexpect toto seesee aa dropdrop inin thethe carriercarrier velocityvelocity ……””
“We“We havehave toto repeatrepeat thethe simulationsimulation:: thethe energyenergy saturatessaturates ……””

ExplanationExplanation ofof ResearchResearch::
“Yes!“Yes! It’sIt’s thethe effectiveeffective massmass thatthat drivesdrives thethe inertialinertial responseresponse ofof thethe
semiconductorsemiconductor systemsystem..””
“Ok“Ok:: scatteringscattering withwith ionizedionized impuritiesimpurities isis effectiveeffective onlyonly atat lowlow temperaturestemperatures……””

AwarenessAwareness ofof knowledgeknowledge gainedgained::
“Now“Now II havehave finallyfinally understoodunderstood thethe rolerole ofof intervalleyintervalley transitions!”transitions!”
“Yes,“Yes, II gotgot itit:: thethe effectiveeffective massmass determinesdetermines thethe electronelectron dynamics!”dynamics!”
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IntrinsicIntrinsic MotivationMotivation InventoryInventory (IMI)(IMI)

Information about the student affective development and motivation
to learn was achieved by using a questionnaire based on the Intrinsic
Motivation Inventory (Ryan, 1982; McAuley et al., 1989; Ryan & Deci,
2000; Vos et al., 2011), with specific items adapted to our study.

To quantify the student satisfaction we use a fivefive--pointpoint LikertLikert scale
5: Very much
4: Somewhat
3: Undecided
2: Not really
1: Not at all

Information about the student affective development and motivation
to learn was achieved by using a questionnaire based on the Intrinsic
Motivation Inventory (Ryan, 1982; McAuley et al., 1989; Ryan & Deci,
2000; Vos et al., 2011), with specific items adapted to our study.

To quantify the student satisfaction we use a fivefive--pointpoint LikertLikert scale
5: Very much
4: Somewhat
3: Undecided
2: Not really
1: Not at all

The IMI is a multidimensional measure of subject’s experience with
regards to experimental tasks developed by the Rochester Motivation
Research Group.
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IntrinsicIntrinsic MotivationMotivation InventoryInventory (IMI)(IMI)
QuestionsQuestions

(interest(interest--enjoyment dimension;enjoyment dimension;
perceived competence dimension)perceived competence dimension)

Mean student outcomes on a fiveMean student outcomes on a five--
pointpoint LikertLikert scalescale

Traditional
Guided Inquiry Elicited Inquiry

1) I enjoyed this learning
experience. 2.9 4.5

2) I am satisfied with my
performance at this experience 2.1 4.4

3) After this learning experience, I
feel pretty competent 1.8 3.9

4) I’m pretty skilled on
Semiconductor transport 1.8 3.6

The statistical analysis of these four students’ answers has shown aa
greatergreater studentstudent appreciationappreciation upup toto 5555%% of the elicited inquiry
environment with respect to the guided one.
ThisThis confirmsconfirms thethe awarenessawareness achievedachieved byby thethe studentsstudents aboutabout thethe benefitsbenefits thatthat aa
specificspecific activationactivation ofof thethe inquiryinquiry processprocess hashas hadhad onon stimulatingstimulating theirtheir activeactive rolerole intointo
knowledgeknowledge constructionconstruction..
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 An effective knowledge of scientific concepts is achieved when the
student is able to apply those concepts to solve problems never
encountered before.

 An appropriate training on problem solving has to be based on the
development and strengthening of student reasoning skills.

Higher levels of thinking abilities can be achieved by “forcing” the
students to personally experience the world and struggle for finding
solutions to real problems. This can be done by teaching the students to
pose scientifically relevant questions, carry out scientific investigations,
how to get significant measurements and analyse data, draw explanatory
models, check results with further questions, share and discuss findings
with peers.

Summary and ConclusionsSummary and Conclusions

Higher levels of thinking abilities can be achieved by “forcing” the
students to personally experience the world and struggle for finding
solutions to real problems. This can be done by teaching the students to
pose scientifically relevant questions, carry out scientific investigations,
how to get significant measurements and analyse data, draw explanatory
models, check results with further questions, share and discuss findings
with peers.
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 Teacher’s role on providing suitable scaffolding is fundamental.
Inquiry-based learning environments with lower teacher guidance may
stimulate higher reasoning skills, but sometimes may produce negative
feelings due, for example, to run into mistakes or achieve unexpected
results (especially in not real-life problems).

Our results show that the process of scientific inquiry in
students facing unexpected findings in the study (even following
a guided-inquiry based approach) of semiconductor physics (as in
theoretical topics not directly observable in lab) may need a
specific activation of the questioning process, supporting a
valuable reasoned exploration.

Summary and ConclusionsSummary and Conclusions

Our results show that the process of scientific inquiry in
students facing unexpected findings in the study (even following
a guided-inquiry based approach) of semiconductor physics (as in
theoretical topics not directly observable in lab) may need a
specific activation of the questioning process, supporting a
valuable reasoned exploration.

The stimulation of the student inquiry process constitutes an
efficient teaching approach to effectively engage students into
an active learning. This may represent a viable example of
integration of a traditional lecture-based teaching approach with
effective inquiry-based learning strategies.
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